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Incidents Occurring In or Near the City of Belle Meade 

September 28th 2020 to October 4th 2020 
 

Date  Incident   Address     Description 

 
 

9-28-2020 Officer Investigation 400 Block of Sunnyside Dr  We received a call regarding fraudulent 

          use of a check stolen from a mailbox. 

          The suspect was identified and report 

          completed. 

 

9-28-2020 LPR/Stolen Tag  Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  We received a LPR hit on a stolen tag. 

          After making contact with the vehicle and 

          talking to the driver, we discovered that the 

          tag was previously on a vehicle that was  

          reported stolen and the owner had failed to 

          advise Metro when it was recovered and  

          took the tag off of that vehicle and put it  

          on the one he or she is driving now.  Metro 

          was notified and the vehicle was removed  

          from NCIC. 

           

9-28-2020 Officer Investigation Belle Meade Blvd & Harding Rd  We received a call about a careless driver 

          but the vehicle was gone prior to our arrival 

 

9-28-2020 Traffic Stop  Harding Rd & Leake Ave   Officer issued a misdemeanor citation to  

          someone that was driving on a suspended 

          drivers license. 

 

9-29-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Lynwood Blvd & Glen Eden Dr  We received a LPR hit on a stolen vehicle 

          but we were not able to locate it. 

 

9-29-2020 Safety Hazard  Deer Park Circle & Jackson Blvd  We received a report of a truck blocking  

          the road but they were gone on our arrival 

 

9-29-2020 Officer Investigation 400 Block of Leake Ave   We took a theft report of a check that was 

          stolen from a mailbox. 

 

9-29-2020 Officer Investigation Belle Meade Blvd & Harding Pl  We received a call about a vehicle traveling 

          the wrong way on the boulevard.  Officers 

          checked the area but did not locate the  

          vehicle. 

 

9-30-2020 Assist Citizen  4700 Block of Harding Rd   Officer talked to a woman that walked into 

          the station about getting her drivers license 

          after she lost it. 

 

9-30-2020 Traffic Stop  Belle Meade Blvd & Shepard Pl  Officer issued a misdemeanor citation to  

          someone that was a driving on a suspended 

          drivers license. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

9-30-2020 Assist Citizen  300 Block of Lynwood Blvd  We responded to a meeting of the suspect  

          and victim of last week’s political sign  

          theft.  The investigator set the meeting up 

          with both parties so the suspect apologized  

          and made amends by ordering 2 new  

          campaign signs for the victim. 

 

9-30-2020 Suspicious Incident 200 Block of Lynwood Terrace  We responded to a suspicious noise call. 

          The residence was secure and the cause of  

          the noise remained unfounded. 

 

10-01-2020 Traffic Stop  4700 Block of Harding Rd   Officer issued a misdemeanor citation to 

          someone driving on a cancelled drivers  

          license.  The license had been suspended 

          and revoked in another state so when it was  

          transferred to Tennessee it was cancelled. 

 

10-01-2020 Suspicious Incident 400 Block of Sunnyside Dr  We responded to a suspicious noise call. 

          We searched the property and could not  

          find the cause of the noise. 

 

10-02-2020 Assist Citizen  Iroquois Ave & Jackson Blvd  We assisted a motorist who ran out of gas. 

 

10-02-2020 LPR/Wanted Person 1300 Block of Chickering Rd  We received several LPR hits on a suspect 

          in thefts from mailboxes.  We located the  

          subject and attempted to make a stop but  

          the subject ran.  We terminated the pursuit 

          due to heavy traffic. 

 

10-02-2020 Officer Investigation Nichol Lane & Page Rd   We responded to a complaint of someone 

          driving at a high rate of speed up and  

          down Nichol Lane.  They were gone upon 

          on our arrival.  

 

10-02-2020 Assist Citizen  Harding Rd    We gave a homeless man a ride to 

          Bellevue. 

 

10-04-2020 Assist Citizen  600 Block of Belle Meade Blvd  We responded to an alarm call which  

          turned out to be a sensor malfunction. 

          While we were there we called the fire 

          department to come check her carbon  

          monoxide alarm since it was going off. 

          It turned out to be an end of life alert and  

          she was advised to replace it and have her 

          alarm company check her burglar alarm. 

 

10-04-2020 Assist Citizen  400 Block of Lynwood Blvd  We received a call from Metro of a  

          distraught child.  They called back to  

          cancel before we arrived after making  

          contact with the child’s mother, who  

          advised them that the father was at home 

          taking a nap. 

 

10-04-2020 Suspicious Vehicle 800 Block of Westview Ave  We received a call of a suspicious vehicle 

          but the vehicle left as I arrived so the tag  

          was logged. 

            

 

 



 

10-04-2020 Officer Investigation 4700 Block of Harding Rd   We checked on a car alarm going off 

          and the car appeared secure. 

 

10-04-2020 Assist Citizen  600 Block of Westover    Officer spotted a female juvenile  

          walking past curfew and gave her a  

          ride home. 

  

 

 

Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system. 
1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be 

sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations. 
2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle. 
 

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!  


